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Abstract
Concentration quenching is a well-known challenge in many fluorescence imaging
applications. Here we show that the optical emission from hundreds of chromophores
confined onto the surface of a virus particle 28 nm diameter can be recovered under
pulsed irradiation. We have found that, as one increases the number of chromophores
tightly-bound to the virus surface, fluorescence quenching ensues at first, but when
the number of chromophores per particle is nearing the maximum number of surface
sites allowable, a sudden brightening of the emitted light and a shortening of the ex-
cited state lifetime are observed. This radiation brightening occurs only under short
pulse excitation; steady-state excitation is characterized by conventional concentration
quenching for any number of chromophores per particle. The observed suppression of
fluorescence quenching is consistent with efficient, collective radiation at room temper-
ature. Interestingly, radiation brightening disappears when the emitters spatial and/or
dynamic heterogeneity is increased, suggesting that the template structural properties
may play a role and opening a way towards novel, virus-enabled imaging vectors that
have qualitatively different optical properties than state-of-the-art biophotonic agents.
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Photoluminescence, particularly fluorescence, is used in a myriad of applications in which
low-background, high spatial resolution, and rapid response are required for non-intrusive
imaging, remote sensing, and control of transient chemical states. Thus, synthetic fluo-
rophores are incorporated in sensors and detectors, e.g. for early warning of bio-aerosol
threats, used in operation rooms for intraoperative guidance in brain and prostate cancer
surgery,1 and in anti–counterfeiting materials.2 Over the years spectacular improvements
in chromophore photostability, wavelength range, biological integration, detectors and de-
tection techniques, have pushed the limits of fluorescence imaging to realms never thought
possible before.3,4 Despite these improvements, and somewhat surprisingly in the context of
ever more demanding cutting edge applications, fluorescence emission is still overwhelmingly
by way of uncorrelated, random emission from multiple chromophores. Associated with this
regime are undesirable characteristics such as self-quenching, when emitters are too close,
and exponential decay that is relatively slow at molecular scale (typically, 1-5 ns). Extended
excited state lifetimes limit emission brightness, increasing the likelihood of photobleach-
ing, and making the quantum yield more prone to change in response to environmental
fluctuations.5
At the same time, a system’s collective behavior can be much more than the sum of its
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parts and the optical characteristics of atomic systems are no exception.6 Specifically, indis-
tinguishability of microscopic quantum constituents can lead to coherent behavior via quan-
tum, symmetry-enforced selection rules.7 Such collective relaxation processes can be much
faster and more efficient than those encountered near the thermodynamic limit. Indeed,
certain molecular phenomena that are central to life on Earth appear to rely on quantum
coherence.8 Thus, light-harvesting complexes - macromolecular assemblies in photosynthetic
organisms, exploit the tight spatial organization of proteinaceous multi-chromophore assem-
blies to enable coherent exciton transport in short times and over distances many times larger
than the size of molecular constituents.9 At least in one case,10 it appears that the same
molecular organization that is responsible for quantum coherence at room temperature in
light harvesting complexes also leads to chromophore coupling and an accelerated radiative
rate and suppression of fluorescence quenching.
Control of the probability of light emission through cooperation among emitters has a
venerable history.11 It includes phenomena such as lasing, photon echo, magnetic resonance
decay, amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), super-fluorescence (SF), and super-radiance
(SR). A few of these phenomena have been already worked into powerful spectroscopy tools.
In SR7 (SR) and SF12 (SF) for instance, a sub-wavelength ensemble of indistinguishable
two-level quantum emitters is prepared in (SR), or spontaneously attains a (SF), collective
excited state which couples into a common electromagnetic field as a single, giant radiating
dipole.13–15 Because of its substantially-accelerated radiative decay as the number of cooper-
ating chromophores increases, in the years before the invention of the laser, SR was suggested
as a way towards generating short coherent pulses of light, without a cavity. However, despite
increased interest from biomedical applications requiring deep-subwavelength intense light
sources,16,17 this promise has proven difficult to fulfill. The reason is that coherent behavior
emerges only when the quantum emitters are indistinguishable and the cooperative radiative
decay of the system is faster than any other phase breaking (decoherence) process. Thus,
for non-interacting (non-aggregated) emitters such as atomic gases,18 molecular centers in
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crystals,19 and quantum dots,20 SR could be observed at low temperature only. On the
other hand, strong coupling systems such as molecular crystals and arrays21 and including
the light-harvesting complexes of certain photosynthetic microorganisms10 exhibit acceler-
ated radiative decays from excitonic states at close to room temperature. Only recently,
coherent emission at room temperature was observed in ensembles of radiatively-coupled,
but non-interacting in the quantum tunneling sense, diamond N-vacancies.22
Here we present experiments suggesting that coherent emission at room temperature
from emitters coupled through their radiation field, but independent in terms of quantum
tunneling coupling, can even occur in soft matter, namely, in single virus-like particles (VLPs)
decorated with organic dyes, provided three conditions are met:
• First, the number of dyes per particle exceeds a critical value. Interestingly, at and
above this critical number of dyes per particle, emission is nearly completely quenched
under steady-state excitation.
• Second, pulsed irradiation is required for recovery of fluorescence emission, i.e. for
the radiative rate to overcome the non-radiative rate from concentration quenching.
However pulse coherence does not seem to carry an important role. The effect is
observable with either incoherent or coherent (transform-limited) pulses.
• Third, factors that induce static or dynamic fluctuations in either the template or
the chromophore network, also suppress radiation brightening. Thus, the radiation
brightening effect is conditioned by the interaction of the chromophores with an ordered
molecular scaffold, of a size much smaller than the wavelength of light.
Several collective emission phenomena that could be responsible for the observed radi-
ation brightening in VLPs are considered. Although the treatment is not exhaustive and
further research concerning the mechanism is warranted, the spectroscopic and dynamic ev-
idence provided here are consistent with super-fluorescence. Therefore, dye-decorated VLPs
represent promising candidates for a molecular embodiment of the so-called ”Dicke optical
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bomb”.6 Moreover, the effect can be obtained at room temperature, from genetically modifi-
able viromimetic particles through mild reactions and self-assembly. When fully optimized,
such biophotonic particles may fill a technological void in biological applications requiring
bright, deep-subwavelength light sources.
Results
The molecular scaffold used for this work is a Brome mosaic virus (BMV) particle, which has
an icosahedral capsid formed of 180 identical self-assembled proteins.23 A common bioconju-
gation reaction of surface-exposed lysines was employed to covalently attach the fluorescein
derivative dye, Oregon Green 488TM carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester (OG), at specific lo-
cations on the virus, Fig. 1. The average number of chromophores was controlled by varying
the molar ratio between capsid and dye in the reaction media, and by adjustment of buffer
conditions (see Supporting Information – Virus Modification section, for details on synthesis
and characterization of the conjugation reaction results).
Figure 1: A) Molecular model of BMV with structure surface exposed lysines. B) OG-
BMV conjugation reaction scheme. C) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of
near-saturation labeled BMV.
There are a total of 12 lysines per BMV coat protein. However, matrix-assisted laser des-
orption ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) spectrometry indicated that the maximum
number of dyes per protein is 2. Interestingly, as the reaction evolves in time, the mass peak
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corresponding to a mass shift of 2 dyes appears after the mass shift for 1 dye/protein reached
a maximum. This indicates that there are two accessible lysines, with different reactivity
(see Fig. SI3).
The degree of labeling was estimated from UV/Visible absorption spectra of purified
BMV-chromophore conjugates (see Supporting Information – Virus Modification and Char-
acterization section and Fig. 2A), and confirmed by MALDI-TOF (Fig. SI3 in Supporting
Information).
Figure 2: Steady-state UV-Vis absorption (A) and fluorescence emission (B) spectra of
free dye and BMV-OG. Inset in (B) shows fit corresponding to the Stern-Volmer equation
which describes concentration quenching for spectrally-integrated, steady-state fluorescence
intensity as a function of < N >.
The smallest distance between two nearest-neighbor lysines on the virus surface is ∼ 19
A˚ (see table in Fig. SI1). Therefore, unlike the case of J and H molecular aggregates,24 negli-
gible nearest neighbor electronic coupling is expected here. Indeed, no changes in the form of
spectral shifts or broadening/narrowing of the bands could be observed in the absorption and
emission spectra as a function of < N >, at low excitation intensity, Fig. 2. Concentration
quenching was, however, noticeable in steady-state fluorescence emission spectra, Fig. 2B.
This is consistent with previous works on fluorescent VLPs,25 although, as reported for
other dye-labeled VLPs,26 the quenching rate was below that typically observed in free-dye
solutions.
Absorbance spectra showed a bathochromic shift for the main absorbance peak of dye-
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conjugated BMV samples, independent of < N >, from λ = 491 nm for the free dye, to
λ = 496 nm, indicating that the dye is coupled to the protein, Fig. 2A.
To obtain further information on the dye-surface geometry, we have performed single
particle reconstruction of cryo-electron microscopy images at 7 A˚ resolution. The structures
of BMV and dye-saturated BMV are indistinguishable (see Fig. SI4). Interestingly, although
no extra density could be attributed to the presence of OG molecules, the OG-conjugated
BMV particles (BMV-OG) are significantly more stable to physical and chemical manipula-
tions than wtBMV. Specifically, when dialyzed in disassembly buffer conditions for 24 hours,
wtBMV is completely disassembled, while dye-saturated BMV remains intact, with no no-
ticeable morphological changes (see Fig. SI5 and related discussion in the Virus Modification
and Characterization section of the Supporting Information document).
The added resilience of the BMV-OG particles to environmental challenges suggests that
the chromophores interact strongly with the capsid, in a way that stabilizes it. Combined
with the absence of detectable morphological changes at intermediate cryo-EM resolutions,
we deduce that the chromophores should be tightly associated with capsid interfaces. Based
on the increased capsid stability and structural indistinguishability from that of wtBMV, we
posit that the supported chromophore network faithfully follows capsid structure.
We now turn our attention to the occurrence of radiation brightening by accelerated
emission. To this end, we have first measured the effective fluorescence lifetime as estimated
from the mean photon arrival times, and the time-integrated photon counts from single
BMV-OG particles as a function of the average number of chromophores per particle, by flu-
orescence lifetime microscopy (FLIM) with time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
(see FLIM section in the Supporting Information document).
The emission rate of an ensemble of randomly emitting independent radiators scales
linearly with < N >. For a coherent or partially-coherent ensemble, however, the emission
rate is expected to scale nonlinearly with < N >.27 Since the dephasing rate scales linearly
with < N >,28 coherent behavior will be favored under strong population inversion and/or
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reduction of dephasing rates. To obtain a strong population inversion, for single particle
investigations by FLIM we have used pulsed excitation from a supercontinuum laser (120 ps
pulse duration, maximum 500 µW average power at the sample). For bulk spectroscopy, we
have used 170 fs transform-limited pulses from an optical parametric amplifier.
Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the fluorescence lifetime and time-integrated photon
counts from single OG-BMV particles with different Ns under supercontinuum pulsed irra-
diation. In Fig. 3A, FLIM was carried at 90% of the maximum laser power (i.e. ∼ 450 µW
at the sample), while in Fig. 3B only 15% of the maximum laser power (∼ 75 µW at the
sample) was used.
Figure 3: A. Scatter plots of estimated lifetime vs. fluorescence photon count collected from
hundreds of labeled BMV particles by single-particle FLIM (each dot represents a single virus
particle). Different colors represent samples with different average number of chromophores
per particle, < N >). B. Same as A, except for the excitation power, which is 6× less than
in A.
In both, Fig. 3A and 3B, as the number of chromophores per particle increases to <
N >≈ 200, both photon counts and lifetime decrease. This is consistent with an increase in
the nonradiative relaxation rate, as one may expect from the concentration quenching effect
already observed by steady-state spectroscopy (see inset of Fig. 2). However, as N increases
above ∼ 200, bright particles with short lifetimes appear in Fig. 3A, but not in 3B. This is
consistent with a significant avoidance of concentration quenching.
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What collective emission phenomena may be responsible for the observed radiation
brightening in VLPs? From the onset we can exclude lasing, i.e. light amplification by
stimulated emission, because of the very small VLP diameter, compared with the wave-
length, and the absence of a resonator. Moreover, the density of chromophores in our case is
well below that calculated for the stimulated emission threshold in nanolasers, for instance.29
Random lasing like that observed in nanoparticle suspensions30 is an unlikely explanation,
due to the fact that radiation brightening is witnessed at the scale of an individual particle.
Furthermore, as we shall see later, we do not observe the narrow linewidth typical to lasing.
Other possibilities include SF, SR, and ASE. It is useful at this point to provide some
background. While SF and SR are closely related, it is generally considered that SR results
when the collective polarization is generated by an external coherent laser field, while SF oc-
curs when the atomic system is initially incoherent, and the collective polarization develops
spontaneously from quantum fluctuations; the resulting macroscopic dipole decays superra-
diantly at the last stage.12 In both cases, emission is in the form of a pulse. The SF (or SR)
pulse duration, τR, is inversely proportional to N , the number of coupled chromophores:
τR ∼ τsp/N. (1)
where τsp is the spontaneous fluorescence decay time for a single molecule. In the most basic
form of SR, for a two-level system,7 the peak intensity scales as the square of the number of
radiators:
Imax ∼ N2. (2)
In ASE,31 chromophores absorb light, and start decaying by spontaneous emission. If the
emitted light passes through a region containing inverted molecules, it may de-excite these,
being amplified in the process. The decay accelerates, shortening the emitted pulse duration
and narrowing the spectral profile of the system. Thus, there are qualitative differences
between ASE and SF emission in both time and frequency domain. In the frequency domain,
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ASE occurs in a narrower spectral window than the emission of an uncorrelated ensemble.
SF(SR) emission occurs in a broader window than that of a single radiator.7 In the time
domain, the SF pulse is sharp and develops after a time delay, which is typically ∼ 10−50×
τR.
19 In ASE, the time delay is vanishingly small, the output pulse is longer and very noisy.
Important for our case, ASE pulse duration is not sensitive to dephasing processes.
Since ASE is not sensitive to phase breaking processes, one would expect ASE to occur
even in the presence of static and dynamic fluctuations (disorder), provided the intensity is
above a threshold value. To test this idea, we added polyethylene glycol (PEG, MW 6000) to
the dye-BMV solution. PEG exerts depletion forces on the viral coat protein, and can signif-
icantly increase the osmotic pressure on the virus shell.32 As a result, in BMV, PEG osmotic
pressure induces a measurable (∼ 10 A˚) average radius compression at concentrations above
2.5%.33 Furthermore, molecular interactions between PEG and the virus surface are likely
to disrupt the protein/dye interaction and/or change the local environment of the dye.34,35
Thus, the distribution of nearest-neighbor distances and of orientations is likely perturbed
in this case. Upon 2.5% PEG addition, the brightening effect observed in unperturbed VLPs
is suppressed, even at the highest laser intensity, Fig. 4.
Figure 4: Scatter plots of estimated lifetime vs fluorescence photon counts at same laser
power as in Fig. 3A but in the presence of 2.5% PEG 6000 (A), and with flexible linkages
between the surface lysines and the chromophores (B).
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In an additional experiment investigating the role of dye-virus template interaction, we
have added a 25 A˚ linker between the chromophore and the coat protein (see reaction scheme
in the Supporting Information document, Fig. SI9), which decreased the possibility of chro-
mophores interacting directly with the virus shell, and pushed the chromophore into solution,
thus making them more prone to positional fluctuations, Fig. 4B. Adding the linker has not
changed the absorption spectrum, which suggests that the chromophores remain separated.
Similar to the PEG experiment, adding the linker significantly disrupted the brightening
trend in Fig. 3A, and overall increased the data spread. Note that, under this approach,
some of the dye molecules were still conjugated directly to the surface-exposed lysines, which
further added to the heterogeneity of the dye environment (see Supporting Information –
Additional Supporting Figures for Control Sample Characterization). Increased multiplicity
of sites is a likely explanation the observed increase in the spread of measured brightness
values, Fig. 4B. The overall trend is consistent with a decrease of intensity and lifetime as
one would expect from concentration quenching. Therefore, it appears that a variety of
disruption modalities of the chromophore-template arrangement leads to the same result of
cancellation of the radiation brightening effect.
To further investigate the correlation between the template ordering and occurrence of
the brightening effect, in the next experiment we have used a glass bead, ∼ 27 nm diameter,
instead of the virus template (see Supporting Information – Silica Nanoparticles Control
Sample). The beads were functionalized with amines so that similar chemistry for dye at-
tachment as for VLPs could be used. Life-time/brightness results and steady-state spectra
for dye-coated silica glass particles are presented in Fig. SI10. There is increased hetero-
geneity in all data, the absorbance spectra showing significant heterogeneous broadening.
Avoidance of fluorescence self-quenching is not observed, at least within the pump power
range available to us.
Returning to the question of the expected emission linewidth difference between ASE
and SF/SR, we collected ensemble fluorescence spectra under pulsed, focused excitation.
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In this case, unlike in FLIM experiments, we have utilized an OPA source that delivered
transform-limited ultrafast pulses. Under population inversion conditions, we observed very
similar spectral characteristics as for steady-state conditions, Fig. 5A, except for the relative
brightness, which increased. There is no evidence of spectral narrowing of emission. The
quantitative analysis of the integrated photon counts vs < N >, Fig. 5B, clearly shows an
increase at dye high coverages, after an initial decrease from low to mid coverages. The
threshold where the take-off is observed is < N >≈ 170, i.e. somewhat lower than that
obtained in FLIM experiments. This lower threshold for radiation brightening could be
the result of initial condition preparation, due to a difference in laser pulse coherence and
duration, or it could be due to the fact that, in FLIM VLPs are adsorbed on a surface, which
presumably locally perturbs the template/chromophore network arrangement.
Figure 5: A. Normalized fluorescence spectra for free dye and samples with low and high
< N > obtained under pulsed excitation at population inversion conditions, B. Normalized
integrated photon counts vs. < N > for steady state, and pulsed excitation conditions.
To summarize the main results, we have found that:
1. Radiation brightening occurs from VLP-supported dyes under pulsed irradiation when
the number of dyes per particle exceeds ∼ 170 − 200. Above this threshold, there is
radiation enhacement from single VLPs with respect to the same particles at pump
conditions where radiation brightening is not observed, Fig. SI8.
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2. Radiation brightening is anticorrelated with the presence of factors that affect the
structure of the template and the chromophore-template interaction in ways that are
known to increase disorder.
3. The VLP-supported dyes are coupled radiatively, but isolated from the point of view
of stronger, direct interactions.
4. The radiation brightening effect correlates with population inversion.
5. There is no evidence for emission linewidth narrowing, like in nanolasing or ASE.
Item (3) is intriguing: How could template order be involved? We hypothesize the virus
template may play several roles: First, its organized structure ensures that the nearest neigh-
bor distance between chromophores is always the same, across the entire chromophore set.
As a consequence, the chromophores are weakly coupled through their radiation field, but
otherwise isolated in the sense that there is no quantum tunneling. The latter makes the
physics qualitatively different from that of the previously much more studied strong coupling
in molecular aggregates and crystals.21 Moreover, coherent behavior is, in general, in compe-
tition with dipole-dipole dephasing due to Van der Waals interaction.13 In a sample formed
of many randomly-placed radiators, the dipole-dipole Van der Waals coupling is in general
non-invariant by atom permutation because various radiators have different close-neighbor
environments. It has been shown by several authors reviewed in ref.13 that these fluctua-
tions are analogous to an inhomogeneous dephasing of dipoles, leading to correlation loss. It
follows that, in a sample where the dipole-dipole coupling is invariant to permutation, as in
an ordered array supported by a high-symmetry template, related decoherence mechanisms
are reduced.
Second, while in simpler coherent relaxation cases such as the Dicke two-level system SR,
the geometric arrangement is inconsequential, in multiple-level systems template symmetry
can play a role in excited state degeneracy; Fano resonances in such systems are expected
to strongly influence the emission rate from these levels.36 Thus, partly-coherent excitation
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pulses, such as those provided by the supercontinuum source, may set the VLP in an initial
excited state from which the wavefunction evolves to a state that can rapidly cascade down
to the ground level, and generate SF.
Third, strong association between the chromophores and the template is likely to further
reduce the dynamic heterogeneity of the chromophore’s local environment,37 thus further
mitigating the effects of dephasing processes. Moreover, since the virus shell is a nearly
perfect spherical crystal, it is not unreasonable to consider the possibility of involvement of
polariton coupling,38 with the polariton band structure being dictated by symmetry.
At this point, the mechanism for template involvement remains unclear. Further mecha-
nistic investigations are warranted. Fluorescence dynamics experiments with better temporal
resolution could test for the existence of a self-organization time, which is a characteristic
of SF. Moreover, since the probability of two simultaneous photon emissions is a measure
of the number of independently emitting regions,39 examining photon statistics through the
measurement of the 2nd order correlation function will provide an estimate of the size of
correlation region in a VLP and inform on how it depends on template order, N , etc. At this
point, it is unknown whether, at intermediate chromophore loading levels, the chromophores
are randomly distributed or they tend to form continuous network domains separated by
large vacancies. Presumably, chromophore arrangement is characterized by significant fluc-
tuations from one particle to another at intermediate loading levels. Future experiments
could take advantage of the VLP approach significant level of structural control. on the
symmetry itself, with virus coat proteins being able to self-assemble in a variety of symmet-
ric cages (e.g. T=1 with 60 proteins, pseudo T=2 with 120 proteins, and T=3 with 180
proteins) depending on assembly conditions.40 Furthermore, one unique advantage of the
protein cage approach is the possibility of genetic encoding of photonic function and stoi-
chiometric expression of fluorescent proteins41 or incorporation of unnatural aminoacids.42
Such experiments are poised to answer many of the mechanistic questions opened by the
observations reported here. The ability to avoid quenching in imaging or photonic con-
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trol applications, especially in biomedical settings where biocompatibility is a paramount
concern, makes radiation brightening in VLPs worth study.
In conclusion, we have observed radiation brightening via collective relaxation in solu-
tion, at room temperature, from brome mosaic virus supported organic dye arrays. A volume
much smaller than the wavelength of light, high chromophore densities, and a near perfectly
symmetric molecular arrangement, create a set of circumstances in which the photophysical
properties of multichromophore particles are altered from those of individual chromophores.
This discovery may lead to new viromimetic vectors with qualitatively enhanced optical
emission properties, complemented by possibilities of further chemical or genetic manipula-
tion for targeting in biomedical applications, and potentially other uses that could benefit
from bright, deep-subwavelength light sources.
Methods
BMV Purification
wtBMV was expressed in Nicotiana benthamiana via Agrobacterium-mediated gene delivery
according to a previously described protocol.43 Seven days after infection, N. benthamiana
leaves were homogenized in virus buffer [250 mM NaOAc, 10 mM MgCl2 (pH 4.5)] and then
centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 25 minutes using an Eppendorf F-35-6-30 rotor. The supernatant
was layered on a 10% sucrose cushion in virus buffer and centrifuged at 26,000 rpm for 3
hours using a Beckman SW 32Ti rotor. The pellets were resuspended in 38.5% CsCl (w/v,
virus buffer) and were kept overnight in the cold room. Next day, solution was centrifuged
at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes in the BIO-Rad to remove the undissolved pellets. After that,
supernatant was centrifuged at 45,000 rpm at 4◦C in a 100 Ti rotor. The resulting virus
band was collected and dialyzed against SAMA (50 mM NaOAc, 8 mM Mg(OAc)2 (pH
4.6)) buffer for 24 hours, with three changes. Virus concentration was measured by UV-Vis
spectrophotometry with a NanoDropTM instrument.
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Chemical Conjugation of wtBMV with Fluorescent Dyes
Surface exposed lysines of wtBMV were labelled with Oregon Green 488TMcarboxylic acid,
succinimidyl ester. Concentrated stock of wtBMV was diluted in phosphate buffer (100
mM, pH 8.5) or sodium bicarbonate buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5) to a concentration of 1013
particles/ml. The dye was freshly prepared in DMSO per manufacturer instructions and
mixed with the BMV solution at different ratios ranging from 1000 to 20000 dyes/capsid.
The reaction was left for 2-3 hours at room temperature. Free dye was then removed via
dialysis or filter wash with virus storage buffer at pH 4.5. The wash step was repeated until
there was no presence of free dye in supernatant by UV-Vis.
Chemical Conjugation via Flexible Linker
The concentrated stock of wt-BMV was diluted in phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7) to a
concentration of 1013 particles/ml, followed by reacting with 100× excess of Sulfo-SMCC
(sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl) cyclohexane-1-carboxylate, ThermoFisher Scien-
tific) for 1 hour, at room temperature. Excess SMCC was removed from the mixture by
passing it through a Sephadex column (PD-10) with multiple washes using SAMA buffer
with pH 6. The virus concentration in the BMV-SMCC mixture was estimated via Nan-
odrop spectrometry, and then a bi-functionalized polyethylene glycol terminated with a thiol
and an amine at the other end was mixed. The mixture was left to react for another hour at
room temperature. Concentration of the BMV-SMCC linker was determined and the solu-
tion was characterized by mass spectrometry. Then, OG488 was added insimilar proportions
as for BMV-OG samples, followed by removal of excess dye using dialysis.
Preparation of Dye-coated Silica Nanoparticles
Amine-modification of 27 ± 3 nm silica nanoparticle (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) was
carried out through a post-synthesis grafting method44 with (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane
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(APTES, Sigma-Aldrich). After purification, nanoparticles were functionalized with Oregon
Green 488 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester following the same procedure as for BMV.
For labelling efficiency calculations, the particle concentration was estimated from thermal
gravimetric analysis (TGA), while dye concentration was estimated from UV-Vis absorbance.
Sample morphology and particle size distribution were characterized by TEM.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Electron-transparent samples were prepared by placing 10 µL of dilute sample onto a carbon-
coated copper grid. After 10 min, the excess solution on the grid was removed with filter
paper. The sample was stained with 10 µL of 2% uranyl acetate for 10 minutes, and the
excess solution was removed by blotting with filter paper. The sample was then left to
dry for several minutes. Images were acquired at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV on a
JEOL JEM1010 transmission electron microscope, and analyzed with the ImageJ Processing
Toolkit to estimate particle diameters and for overall morphological characterization.
Cryo-Electron Microscopy
Cryo-EM frozen hydrated specimen was prepared as follows: 4 µL sample of Oregon Green
labelled BMV capsid was loaded onto a glow-discharged Quantifoil R2/2 300 meshed copper
grid coated with an ultrathin layer of carbon film. The grid was quickly frozen by using a FEI
VitrobotTM Mark III. The humidity in the chamber was set to 100% and the blotting time
was 4 sec. The frozen hydrated specimen was then transferred to a Gatan 626 cryo-holder
and kept under liquid nitrogen temperature (approximately -172◦C) for subsequent data col-
lection. The grid was imaged using a 300-kV JEOL JEM-3200FS equipped with in-column
energy filter and a DE-64 direct electron detection camera. The energy slit width was set
to 20 eV and a nominal magnification of ×60000 (equivalent to 0.854 A˚ per pixel) was used
to collect the 141, 25-frame movie stacks. The movie stacks were aligned, dose-weighted,
and summed using MotionCor2.45 The first 2 and the last 10 frames were discarded, leav-
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ing the total dose to be less than 30 e−/A˚2. The defocus value for each micrograph was
estimated using the CTFFIND4 program.46 A total of 31378 particles were semi-manually
picked using e2boxer.py.47 Reference-free 2D classification was performed on the whole par-
ticle set using Relion 2.148 and the particles within class averages that are shown to be
either clear noise or significant overlap were discarded at this point. The class averages that
showed clear capsomer density were then used to build the initial low-resolution model using
e2initialmodel.py. This initial model was further refined using Relion 3D auto-refine with a
total of 12522 particles and a post-processing procedure to a final resolution of 7 A˚. The 3D
model of Oregon Green labeled BMV was visualized and analyzed using UCSF Chimera.49
The atomic coordinates of native BMV (PDB code 1SJ9) solved by X-ray crystallography
was fitted into the cryo-EM density to analyze the potential binding positions for Oregon
Green dyes.
Steady-state Absorption and Fluorescence Emission Spectroscopy
Absorbance spectra were recorded with a Varian Cary 100 Bio instrument. The concen-
tration of wtBMV and the labeling efficiency of dyes were obtained from the UV-Visible
absorbance spectra. Fluorescence measurements were done on a QuantaMasterTM fluores-
cence spectrometer (Horiba) with the following parameters: excitation wavelength: 488 nm;
emission wavelength: 515 nm. The excitation and steady state emission spectra of 100 nM
solutions were reported as averages from at least three independent measurements. wt-BMV
and OG488 were used as reference standards whose optical characteristics were compared
against labeled-BMV.
Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy
Single particle fluorescence lifetime measurements were carried out with a Leica TCS SP8
SMD instrument in FLIM configuration. The sample, in the form of a dispersion of particles
adsorbed on a silica glass coverslip in water, was excited at a wavelength of 488 nm from
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a filtered (10 nm bandwidth) supercontinuum source and pulse duration of ∼ 120 ps at 40
MHz. The maximum time-averaged power was 500 µW at the sample. The collection spectral
window was 500 nm to 550 nm. Data analysis was done with SymPhoTime 64TMsoftware
(PicoQuant, GmbH), the ImageJ Processing Toolkit (NIH), and with IgorPro (Wavemetrics,
Inc.).
Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization–Time of Flight Spec-
trometry
Fluorescent dye – labeled BMV samples were buffer-exchanged to water. The diluted samples
were mixed with the α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CCA) matrix at a 1:5 ratio (varies
depending upon the concentration of the sample). Myoglobin and CytochromeC protein
mixture was used as the calibrant, which was introduced in 1:1:5 ratio with respect to the
CCA matrix. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry was done on a Bruker Autoflex III in the
linear mode. For laser desorption, a 355 nm frequency tripled beam Nd-YAG laser was
incident on the 384-well steel plate of ∼ 1µL spot size.
Pulsed Excitation Fluorescence Spectroscopy
An optical parametric amplifier (OPA, Coherent Inc.) pumped by a regenerative amplifier
at 250 kHz repetition rate, and 170 fs pulsewidth, and having the output tuned to λ = 490
nm (< P >= 100 µW average power at the sample) was used as an excitation source. The
490 nm excitation beam was focused in the aqueous solution sample with a fused silica lens
of 5 cm focal distance. Fluorescence from the sample was collected and spectrally analyzed
using an Acton SpectraPro-300i monochromator fit with a TE-cooled CCD camera (iDus,
Andor). Andor Solis software was used for data collection and IgorPro software was used
for data processing and analysis.
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